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What we’re seeing is a shift 
in quantity.. not quality of 
communications



‘Stock ESG’



98% 
of the Forbes 50 most valuable brands 
used at least one of these clichés in the 
sustainability content on their websites 
and communications. 

‘We are committed to protecting the planet for future 
generations. Together, we can continue our sustainability 
journey, facing the biggest challenge of our time to build a 
better world, which is good for the environment, 
our communities and for business’

Every brand ever
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Source: Radley Yeldar, 2020



Brands risk becoming like a 
green wallpaper that fades into 
the background

Josh Bullmore, Leo Bernett, London



#1
Sell it as a marketer, not a 
scientist



The LEGO group 
launched fist prototype 
brick made from PET




#2
Explain why it matters to 
you?
Back to the purpose!



Launch of paper pre-pack bags Online safety

The LEGO group leads the effort for children to develop and apply 
skills to improve their life, the planet and society. 



Patagonia is in business to save our home planet



#3
And stick to it..
Seriously..



VS

While you chose your purpose, values and what are 
you standing for as part of your ESG, don’t betray 

your audience



#4
‘Do the do’, ’Walk the walk’.. 
Across the organization
Because everybody will watch you..



Shell campaign advocating for diversity while there 
were no women in the C-suite



“The Creativity that we are looking for is going 
to be bigger than the marketing world. 

What positive effect is it having on people’s 
lives?”

Ronald NG / Global chief creative officer, Isobar
2021 Creative Business Transformation jury president
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